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Flight Training Adelaide
Adelaide, South Australia, Wellcamp , Queensland

Flight Training Adelaide
Dear Applicant

Welcome to the Flight Training Adelaide (FTA) lndiGo Cadet Program.
FTA has been delivering airline training programs to the world's leading learning
since its inception in 1982. FTA became an lndiGo approved provider in 2017,
and nothing gives us more pride than seeing our graduates transitioning into the
airline's A320 fleet.

FTA prides itself in being an open and transparent Training Provider. In saying
this, it is recommended that you look at FTA's pricing information in our website,
which clearly details everything that is included in our price.                                                      
You are encouraged to do a price comparison against other providers, taking
into account all costs that are associated with the training program. The pricing
information sheet will help you undertake the price comparison exercise.

 As you may be aware, FTA operates two campuses. One is located in Adelaide,
South Australia and the other in Toowoomba, Queensland. If you are successful
in attaining a course position, you will be advised at which of the two campuses
your training will be conducted in Australia. The training price is the same
irrespective of campus location.It is worth mentioning FTA has conducted
training at both sites in the past.

 FTA trusts that the information provided is useful and should you have any
further queries, please contact the FTA marketing team on indigo@flyfta.com

In the meantime, you are invited to apply for the lndiGo Cadet Program via 
FTA's website.

Mr. Johan Pienaar
Chief Executive Officer

About Adelaide

About Toowomba

 Adelaide is the Capital City of South Australia, and the fifth-most populous
city of Australia. In June 2021, Adelaide had an estimated resident population
of 1.4 million.

 Adelaide has a Mediterranean climate with warm to hot dry summers and
mild short winters, with most precipitation falling in the winter months.
Average weather in the summer months is in the mid 30°C with average
weather in the winter months being 11°C-15°C and the average yearly
temperature being 23°C.

The Economist ranked Adelaide the world's third most liveable city in 2021.

Toowoomba is a large inland city situated within a 90-minute drive from
Queensland's Capital City, Brisbane, the Gold and Sunshine Coasts and two
International Airports (Brisbane and Gold Coast). Toowoomba has an
estimated resident population of 175,000.

Toowoomba has a subtropical climate with warm summers and cool winters.
Situated on top of a mountain range, our climate ranges from a cool S°C to
16°C in winter to a mild 17°C to 27°C in summer.

mailto:indigo@flyfta.com


Aircraft Fleet, Flight Training Devices
Airports and Residential Campuses

10 Diamond DA42 Twin Star
60 Diamond DA40 CS Star
2 Mudry CAP10

State of the art Diamond Aircraft DA40 and 
DA42 fleet fitted with the latest Garmin
G1000 avionics.

3 Diamond DA40 FTDs
3 Diamond DA42 FTDs
4 Jet training devices for MCC (B737 & A320)

Wide range of simulators that are used as part
of our integrated training programs.

Single room accommodation
Dining hall
Fully equipped gymnasium
Swimming pool (Adelaide only)
Tennis courts, badminton court, soccer
pitch and basketball court
WiFi Internet access

The residential campuses at Parafield and
Wellcamp airports are within the secure airport
grounds.

Facilities include:

Aircraft Fleet Flight Training
Devices

Campuses
Parafield & Wellcamp



IndiGo  Cadet Pilot Program
Overview and Enrolment

FTA Marketing Department
Hangar 54, Kittyhawk Lane, Parafield Airport, Adelaide, SA 5106
Telephone : +61 8 8209 4300   Fax: +61 8 8209 4367
Email : IndiGo@flyfta.com         Website : www.flyfta.com

Minimum Entry Requirements

Contact Details

Application Process

Course Overview (Phase 2)

Commercial Pilot Licence (CPL) - AVI50222 

Single-engine instrument rating - AVI50519

Multi-engine module

95 hours single-engine dual
100 hours single-engine solo
15 hours multi-engine dual

30 hours DA40 simulator
10 hours DA42 simulator

350 hours CPL (Aeroplane) and 35 hours Instrument Rating ground theory:
face-to-face classroom lessons, supported by computer-based training
Flying: individual flying lessons

Integrated ground theory and flying delivered over seven modules of training.
On completion of the course, cadets achieve:

       Diploma of Aviation (CPL-Aeroplane)

       Diploma of Aviation (Instrument Rating)

Duration: 46 weeks

210 hours flying training:

40 hours simulator training:

Delivery

Visit www.flyfta.com and select “Training Programs”
Select “IndiGo Cadet Pilot Program” from the menu
Complete and submit the enrolment questionnaire and registration form
A representative will be in contact to review your application and answer
any question you may have.

* See website for further details

Indian national or hold an overseas citizenship of India
Between 18 and 32 years at the time of application
Fluent in English, both written and verbal
Hold a 10+2 with at least 51% in each English, Maths and Physics from a
recognised board or equivalent*
Have the ability to apply for an Australian Student Visa*
Have the ability to hold an unrestricted passport and the right to live and
work in India
Have the ability to produce a Criminal Record Check basic disclosure
certificate

mailto:IndiGo@flyfta.com
http://www.flyfta.com/
http://www.flyfta.com/


Phase 1 (India)
•Licence conversion and Ground Theory
•FTA Pre-course Computer Based Training

Phase 2 (Adelaide or Wellcamp)
•AVI50222 Diploma of Aviation
 (Commercial Pilot Licence- Aeroplane)
•AVI50519 Diploma of Aviation
 (Instrument Rating)
•Multi-engine Module

Phase 3 (India)
•Licence Conversion Flying

Phase 4 (India)
•Airbus A320 Type Rating

Visit the IndiGo Cadet programme page at www.flyfta.com for additional 
information on the selection process, enrolment and updates. 

IndiGo Cadet Pilot Program Program Fees

Course Flow and Fees

For detailed information and comprehensive breakdown of course fees
for Phase 2 and 3, please refer to the pricing information sheet
accompanying the Brochure.

http://www.flyfta.com/


Practical Flying and Training Aircraft
Parafield and Wellcamp Airports

Practical Flying and Training Aircrafts
Parafield and Wellcamp Airports

Practical Flying
Diamond DA40 Star

Diamond DA42 Twin StarParafield and
Wellcamp

Airports

Basic and advanced flying techniques

Advanced flying manoeuvres and procedures

Navigation

Night flying

Operating in a commercial flying environment

Multi-engine endorsement

Instrument flying and 2D and 3D approaches

The DA40 is the perfect aircraft for ab initio training.
It has excellent low speed handling characteristics for
the basic flying phase, offers increased situational
awareness and safety by virtue of the Garmin 1000
aviation suite and Traffic Alert System. It is an ideal
learning platform to achieve a commercial pilot
licence and provides an excellent introduction into
instrument flying.

The DA42 Twinstar is the aircraft of choice for FTA's
multi-engine instrument flying phase. Its commonality
with the DA40 cockpit allows for an enhanced learning
experience in the IFR environment and the autopilot and
glass cockpit functions are the ideal foundation for
aspiring airline pilots.



Flight Monitoring
Safety Management

Flight Safety, Operations and Flight
Monitoring

An in-house flight track monitoring system, providing a real time view of the
ground and airborne movements of FTA aircraft.
Traffic Collision and Avoidance systems are standard equipment on our
aircraft.
We have a dedicated radio frequency between our aircraft and operations
room to assist students.
FTA Flight Operations is the dedicated search and rescue node and is always
manned during flight operations.
FTA has its own helicopters to assist with any search and rescue
requirements.

 Flight safety is part the FTA's operational DNA. We offer cadets and their
families peace of mind that their well being and safety is of utmost importance.
The following initiatives are evidence of our commitment to safety:



Flight Monitoring
Safety Management



Flight Monitoring
Safety Management

Residential Facilities
Student accommodation is located within the airport grounds. We have
dedicated male or female accommodation units. Each unit houses 4-6 students,
each with a private bedroom and study area. Each unit has a shared a lounge,
kitchenette, launderette and bathroom facilities.

FTA provides a cleaning service once a week,which includes clean linen and
towels.

Units have full optical fibre Internet coverage,enabling high speed Skype access
and social media contact with friend and family back home.

Looking after our Cadets

Catering Facilities
Our student mess provides three hot meals a day. In addition, students have
access to snacks, cereals, juices,milk, hot beverages and fruit throughout the
day. We cater for individual dietary and religious needs and our student campus
com mittee liaises with management monthly to exchange ideas.

FTA provides a large number of recreational and sporting facilities to students
on campus: fully equipped gymnasium, tennis courts, swimming pool 
(Adelaide only), basketball court, barbeque areas and a soccer pitch.

Recreational Facilities

Full time Welfare team
The student welfare team consists of male and female staff that are on call 24/7.
They assist students with all non-operational issues during their training, such as
medical emergencies, pastoral care, administration and personal support.

Both campuses have been designedto cater for international students. The
campuses are 30 minutesfrom the city centre. On campus all the
trainingfacilities are less than 5 minutes walking distance from student
accommodation, including the learning re  source centre. We also provide
recreational facilities. The campus is secure and we have security guards on
duty throughout the night.

Campus

 At FTA we know that for many cadets their training in Adelaide or Toowoomba
may be their first time away from home. Therefore we have support systems and
infrastructure in place to make cadets as comfortable as possible and allow
them to concentrate on training.

To help students at FTA, we offer:
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